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Abstract: Additive Manufacture (AM) is a technique whereby freeform structures are produced by building up material in a layer by layer fashion. Among the different AM processes, Wire and Arc Additive Manufacture (WAAM) has the ability to manufacture large custom-made metal workpiece with high efficiency. A design study has been performed to explore the process capabilities of fabricating complicated geometries using WAAM. Features such as enclosed structures, crossing structures, and balanced building structures have been investigated in this study. Finite Element (FE) models are employed to take the thermo-mechanical performance into account. Robot tool path design has been performed to transfer the WAAM component designs into real components efficiently. This paper covers these essential design steps from a technical as well as practical point of view.
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1 Introduction

Aerospace industry estimates requirements of about 20 million tonnes of billet material over the next 20 years. With machining rates of ca. 90% and ever increasing material costs especially in titanium (Wood, 2009), conventional manufacturing strategies need reconsideration. New sustainable, cost and time efficient, and environmentally friendly manufacturing processes are required by the modern industry. New Additive Manufacturing (AM) technologies are currently the subject of significant interest. Among the different AM processes, Wire and Arc based Additive Manufacturing (WAAM) technologies provide new routes to manufacture near net shape metal parts. In the WAAM process, 3D metallic components are built by depositing beads of weld metal in a layer by layer fashion (Spencer et al., 1998). Standard welding processes, such as Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW) and Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW), can be utilised in WAAM which provide high deposition rates. Modern automation technologies enable high geometric flexibility. With the local shielding technique, highly reactive metallic
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Components can be fabricated in an out-of-chamber environment (Almeida and Williams, 2010). Various materials can be applied in the WAAM process, such as steel, aluminium alloy and titanium alloy (as shown in Figure 1).

**Figure 1** WAAM components: (a) mild steel honeycomb structure; (b) aluminium stiffened panel structure; (c) 1 metre long Ti64 wall structure (see online version for colours)

In order to achieve a well integrated process that utilises the full power of the AM technique, each process step has to be set up and linked optimally. Design for WAAM identifies workpiece geometries that are most suitable for the final real-world applications. For example, in aerospace new lightweight stiffeners are used which need to satisfy specific mechanical constraints. AM is an ideal way of manufacturing and testing innovative designs because AM removes many of the constraints that one typically encounters in conventional manufacturing (Lockett and Kazanas, 2009; Bernard and Fischer, 2002; Bernard and Karunakaran, 2007). The final quality of the WAAM components depends on the deposition strategy which needs to be explored with different design plans.

The wire based welding techniques used in the WAAM process can provide high deposition rates. However, the large heat input of these processes also brings significant residual stresses and distortions. These issues can badly impact the accuracy of the final shape of the parts and their mechanical performance. Therefore, it is important to take the thermo-mechanical behaviour of the WAAM process into consideration during the design stage. FE modelling is a widely used technique in the area of welding (Casalino and Ludovico, 2008; Murugan et al., 2001; Colegrove et al., 2010) and AM processes (Chin et al., 2001a; Chin et al., 2001b; Mughal et al., 2006; Nickel et al., 2001; Ding et al., 2011). With the great improvement of the computer power, 3D transient thermo-
A moving heat source is usually utilised with filler material model which can provide accurate predictions (Mughal et al., 2006; Nickel et al., 2001). However, this conventional transient model is not suitable for the thermo-mechanical analysis of large-scale WAAM components because of the long computational time. A more efficient model has been introduced based on the steady-state thermal analysis which can save around 80% computational time (Ding et al., 2011). This model attaches an Eulerian reference frame to the welding torch and the material “flows” through the FE mesh. Steady state temperature distributions are calculated and are used as an input to a 3D mechanical model for residual stress and distortion analysis.

Design for WAAM also tackles the issues of how to efficiently transfer the design into the real-world manufacture. In the actual WAAM process, the welding paths are executed by a robotic system. The conventional robot programming with a teach pendant is very time-consuming especially for complex paths. To generate a robot programme efficiently, some researchers “mirror” milling tool paths generated from commercial CAD/CAM software or use sliced routines from Rapid Prototyping software (Ericsson et al., 2005). However, both these ways are not flexible because of software constraints. Therefore, researchers often develop their own tools to achieve specific part designs (Ribeiro, 1998; Zhang et al., 2002). An automatic robot path generation tool has been generated in this research to generate robot code directly from CAD models. This tool can significantly reduce the time on robot programming from hours with a teach pendant to a couple of minutes. Moreover, the optimal deposition parameters process (Mehnen and Trautmann, 2008) can be easily integrated in the deposition using this tool.

This paper touches on the design for WAAM process, in particular, the design of unconventional stiffeners. A study with different designs for stiffened panels. These light weight panels can be used for aerospace applications. The WAAM process allows the design of quite unconventional structures that show a greatly improved buckling performance in comparison to traditional stiffener designs. WAAM parts can be designed to specific load cases and can therefore be more flexibly designed than workpieces that are fabricated from metallic billets. WAAM provides a more sustainable solution to integral machining because the amount of waste material can be greatly reduce using WAAM.

2 Design of stiffened panels

WAAM has the potential to transform current models of manufacturing because it gives designers the freedom to produce parts with a wide range of geometric shapes, without many of the shape or accessibility constraints of traditional manufacturing processes. WAAM also increases manufacturing flexibility because parts can be tailored for bespoke production without the high tooling costs associated with existing manufacturing processes. This section will present the results of an investigation into the design of stiffened panels with unconventional stiffeners that could be produced using WAAM.

A WAAM design study has investigated various designs for stiffened panels. These light weight panels can be used for aerospace applications. The WAAM process allows the design of quite unconventional structures that show a greatly improved buckling performance in comparison to traditional stiffener designs. WAAM parts can be designed to specific load cases and can therefore be more flexibly designed than workpieces that are fabricated from metallic billets. WAAM provides a more sustainable solution to integral machining because the amount of waste material can be greatly reduce using WAAM.
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The design studies for WAAM stiffened panels were performed in two steps in silico. In the first step, five different panel designs were included. CAD models of the stiffened panels were generated and stresses under uni-axial loads were analysed using FE models. The dimension of the substrate plate for each model is 500 mm × 500 mm, and the stiffener’s height is 50 mm. As shown in Figure 2(a), loads with density of 100 N/mm were applied on opposite edges of the plate in the x direction. Two material properties, Ti-6Al-4V and generic mild steel, are utilised in this study.

The results of the analyses are shown in Figure 2(b). The results are presented using the buckling index which is defined as the buckling load per kilogram (kN/kg). A lighter structure with the same buckling load will have a higher buckling index. One can see that the simple unsupported plate has, of course, a very small buckling index of 3.61 and 3.71 for titanium and steel, respectively. The complex wave structure has only a slightly higher index than the plain steel plate. Thus, this design can be ruled out as a useful support solution. The blade structure and the curve structures can improve the buckling index four to five times. The corrugation design is the best from all these designs which can significantly increase the buckling index to nearly 14 times higher than the plain plate in mild steel and around 12 times higher in Ti-6Al-4V. This corrugation stiffener cannot be produced using conventional machining due to the need to produce an enclosed void inside the stiffener.

Figure 2  Selected WAAM panel designs with uni-axial load applied: (a) uni-axis load; (b) buckling index (see online version for colours)
A new study was performed on further four designs of the stiffener panel which introduced crossing structures with straight walls and curved walls. The mechanical performance under bi-axial loads was analysed using FE models. The same dimension of the substrate plate and stiffener’s height is utilised in this study as in the last study. As shown in Figure 3(a), loads with density of 100 N/mm were applied on the edges of the plate in both x and z direction. Figure 3(b) shows the buckling index for each model. One can see that the crossing structure can improve the buckling index significantly. The structure with the combinations of open curves and the closed curves increased the buckling index more than nine times comparing to the plain plate.

Figure 3  Selected WAAM panel designs with bi-axial load applied: (a) uni-axis load; (b) buckling index (see online version for colours)
3 Manufacture of WAAM features

WAAM has the advantage that one can manufacture parts with geometric features that cannot be produced using conventional machining processes, with greatly reduced waste material. In the study of last section, the corrugation structure and crossing structures show their significant advantage with high buckling index. However, WAAM also has its limitations which have to be taken into account during the design for WAAM. This section will present the results of practical experiments to produce a range of design features using WAAM.

3.1 Enclosed structure

The corrugation structure can greatly increase the buckling index. However, this structure involves enclosed features. It needs different deposition strategies to the fabrication of normal vertical walls where the torch position is vertical to the substrate. In the powder based AM process, additional support items are usually required for building non-vertical structures (Weiss et al., 1997). An initial experiment has been performed to investigate the process’ capability of producing inclined walls that could be incorporated in real world parts using the WAAM process. The experiments were performed using the Cold Metal Transfer (CMT) technique. The details of this initial study have been published by Kazanas et al. (2012). Based on the result of this earlier study, building strategies for more complicated geometrical features, such as enclosed structures and cross structures, are investigated in the present study.

The initial study demonstrated that inclined walls can be produced as shown in Figure 4(a). The angle of the torch is set to be equal to the targeted wall angle. The torch is offset after every bead in the direction of the wall growth. Furthermore the torch welding travel direction is reversed after each layer deposited. Figure 4(b) shows mild steel walls built with angles 60°, 45°, 30° and 15° to the substrate. The capability of building horizontal wall is also explored using the WAAM process as shown in Figure 4(c). No support in any of these walls has been utilised.

The knowledge obtained from the previous experiments has been used to fabricate enclosed shapes. As shown in Figure 5(a), an enclosed shape with rectangular section has been successfully fabricated. The two vertical walls were built first and then they were bridged by a horizontal wall. A further development for the process was the production of the enclosed shape with the section of half circle (as shown in Figure 5(b)). It was produced by building two quarter circles and joining them in the middle. Although the quarter circles were built –using WAAM and a standard gas metal arc welding (GMAW) process was selected for joining them. This was done in order to provide higher heat input and achieve better fusion for the entire thickness of the joint. This enclosed semi-circle feature demonstrates the ability to build corrugation stiffened panels without support structures.
3.2 Cross structure

An investigation into the feasibility of manufacturing cross structures using WAAM has also been performed. This study focuses on cross structures with straight walls. CMT facilities were utilised and the welding parameters were set to produce 4 mm thick walls with 0.8 mm mild steel wire. Initial investigations found that building a cross structure
by successively depositing two perpendicular walls caused undesirable features such as peak development and deposition failure as shown in Figure 6. The peak at the wall intersection is due to the overlap of the weld beads in this area and the deposition failure is caused by the accumulation of a depression on one side of the crossing. As demonstrated in Figure 6(b), once the depression was generated it caused an unstable arc when the welding torch passed this area. The effect worsens when more layers of weld beads are added which finally generates an obvious gap and causes arc failure.

**Figure 6** Undesirable features of crossing structure: (a) Peak development; (b) deposition failure (see online version for colours)

In order to further study the peak development problem four 200 mm x 200 mm cross shapes have been fabricated. Each wall was fabricated with a different build pattern as shown in Figure 7. The four build patterns investigated were Direct Crossing which uses a repeated pattern of perpendicular layers, Direct Crossing 2 in which the direction of travel is reversed after each layer, Opposite Angles which is deposited as two “back to back” L-shapes and Opposite Angles 2 which is deposited as L-shapes starting from each of the four cross members in turn.

**Figure 7** Layer deposition strategies for crossings: (a) Direct Crossing, (b) Direct Crossing 2, (c) Opposite Angles, (d) Opposite Angles 2
Measurements were taken after every five layers in the locations indicated in Figure 8 (on all four cross members), using a digital Vernier calliper. The peak value (hp) has been compared to the average wall height (excluding the peak measurement) for each layer. The results were plotted against the layer number for 30 layers as shown in Figure 9.

**Figure 8** Measurement locations for peak development study (side elevation)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>h1</th>
<th>h2</th>
<th>hp</th>
<th>h3</th>
<th>h4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 9** Peak height measurements for different crossing build patterns

The results show that for the Opposite Angles build pattern the peak continues to increase in height for all 30 layers, and for the Direct Crossing build pattern the peak increases in height for 15 layers. The Direct Crossing 2 and Opposite Angles 2 strategies achieve a stable peak height after 5 layers. The Opposite Angles 2 method has the lowest peak values at less than 0.4 mm, and the Direct Crossing 2 pattern less than 1.8 mm. Both of these strategies give acceptable results for practical purposes.

Figure 10 shows how the deposition failure is eliminated by reversing the building direction after each layer using the Direct Crossing 2 build pattern. Using this pattern the depression which is generated in one layer is levelled out by the next. Figure 11 shows a
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section through the cross structure produced using the building pattern Opposite Angles 2 and shows that the peak at the crossing is small using this pattern. The cut section shows smooth radii in the intersection corners. The Opposite Angles 2 build pattern achieves the best results but is more complex to program than the direct crossing pattern.

Figure 10 Schematic diagram of (a) development of deposition failure; (b) elimination of deposition failure

Figure 11 Example of crossing feature manufactured using build pattern Opposite Angles 2: (a) cross structure; (b) cut section (see online version for colours)
The experiments discussed in this section have demonstrated a basis to allow designers to consider WAAM as an alternative to conventional metal processes. The ability to produce inclined and horizontal walls without support structures, and the combination of wall features to produce crossings and closed section shapes provides the foundation for producing a wide range of practical, structural designs using WAAM. WAAM could also be coupled with other processes such as casting and extrusion in order to provide even greater flexibility and reduce the cost of expensive tooling.

4 FEM modelling of WAAM process

In order to predict the thermo-mechanical behaviour of the WAAM process, a three dimensional FEM model has been developed. Two modelling strategies have been utilised. In the first strategy a transient thermal analysis was performed and the nodal temperature histories were applied as an input in the sequential mechanical simulation. Temperature depended material properties were used for both thermal and mechanical simulation. The heat source was modelled using the Goldak ellipsoidal model moving along the weld bead (Goldak et al., 1984). The material adding process is modelled by activating the meshes successively with the moving heat source. The thermal boundary conditions include convection heat loss, radiation heat loss, and the heat loss through the cooling plate beneath the base plate. The mechanical boundary condition took the clamping system into consideration. The details of this model and the verifications on a multi-layered wall structure have been published in a previous paper (Ding et al., 2011). Based on this model, a further study was made on the thermo-mechanical performance of utilising WAAM process on the cross structures. In addition, a balanced build strategy was investigated using the FE model.

Figure 12 demonstrates the transient temperature and stress performance of the WAAM process on a multi-layered wall structure. Only half the wall structure has been modelled due to symmetry. Figure 12(a) shows the temperature profile when the heat source travelled 35 mm along the fourth layer of the deposited wall. The area with grey colour represents the fusion zone where the temperature exceeds 1500°C. As the welding torch travelled the melt metallic material added to the wall and heated up the adjacent area. The material from the previously deposited layers was reheated when the new material was added.

Figure 12(b) shows the corresponding longitudinal stress distribution. One can see that the stress in the area where the material was heated up by the welding torch is very low because of the significantly reduced yield stress level by the high temperatures. Compressive stress was generated in front of the fusion zone due to the thermal expansion of the heated material. Tensile stress was generated in the area behind the heat source due to the contraction of the cooling material which was constrained by the base plate to maintain the original length. This in turn results in longitudinal compressive residual stresses in the base plate, especially in the area where the clamps were located. The tensile stress from the already deposited material was released as the material was reheated. However, the tensile stress was generated again in this area after the heat source past.
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With this transient FE model, the thermo-mechanical performance of building the crossing structure has been analysed. Two of the build strategies have been proved to be able to achieve good quality. Two of the building strategies (Direct Crossing 2 and Opposite Angles – see Figure 7) were investigated in this study. The thermally induced residual stresses were compared between these two building patterns.

The size of the base plate in the FE model is $100 \times 100 \times 12$ mm. The width of the crossing wall is 5 mm, and the layer height is 2 mm. Each model was built with two layers of material deposited on the base plate. An interpass cooling time of 5 seconds was used between subsequent layers. The clamps were modelled on the four corners of the base plate.

Figure 12 Transient thermo-mechanical performance: (a) temperature profile when the heat source travelled 35 mm along the fourth layer of the deposited wall; (b) corresponding longitudinal stress distribution (see online version for colours)
As shown in Figure 13, the results from the two different building strategies gave very similar stress distributions. High level tensile stresses were generated along the walls on their deposition directions. Note that in both cases the stress level in the middle area of the deposited cross was much lower than the rest of the deposited wall. The possible reason is that the crossing structure increased the stiffness of the intersection area which reduced the stress level. Balanced compressive stresses were distributed in the surrounding areas of the deposited wall. Symmetric compressive stresses were developed in the component that built with building pattern of direct crossing, while slightly dissymmetric compressive stresses were distributed in the component using building pattern of opposite angles. It is very difficult to tell which deposition pattern is better in the consideration of the thermo-mechanical performance as the difference of the residual stresses generated by these two patterns is very small.

Figure 13 Stress distribution on cross structure: (a) stress along x direction from building pattern of direct crossing; (b) stress along x direction from building pattern of opposite angles; (c) stress along y direction from building pattern of direct crossing; (d) stress along y direction from building pattern of opposite angles (see online version for colours)

The FE model was also utilised for the thermo-mechanical performance of the balanced build strategy. The balanced building strategy adds materials on both sides of the base.
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plate. It has been verified through experiments that the out-of-plane deformation can be greatly reduced using this method. Figure 14 shows a Ti64 frame structure fabricated with the balanced building strategy. The walls with frame features were built on one side of the base plate first and then the base plate was turned over for depositing the same structures on the other side. As can be seen from Figure 14, nearly no out-of-plane distortion can be observed on the final component.

Figure 14 Frame structure manufactured with the balanced building strategy (see online version for colours)

The thermo-mechanical performance of a double sided wall structure was studied to help understand the mechanism behind the balanced building strategy. A different FE to the previously used transient FE approach was utilised in this study. In this model, the thermal analysis was performed in a steady-state way. The static thermal distribution was then transferred into temperature history data and was input into the mechanical model as thermal loads. This modelling approach can significantly save computational time which is particularly suitable for the thermo-mechanical analysis of the large scale WAAM process. The details of this approach and the verification on a multi-layered wall structure can be found in (Ding et al., 2011).

In this study, two walls with 5 layers were modelled on both sides of a base plate with the dimension of 250 mm × 60 mm × 6 mm. The weld beads are 5 mm in width and 2 mm in height. Five layers of materials were deposited on one side of the base plate and then another five layers of materials were added on the other side of the base plate. The clamping system was set on the long edge of the base plate which constrained the movement of the component during the deposition process. Another model with five layer materials built on one side the base plate only was also provided to show comparison with the models with the balanced building strategy.

The stress in the longitudinal direction is dominant to the stresses in the other directions. The longitudinal stress distributions that were generated after the completion of the deposition are shown in Figure 15. It can be observed from Figure 15(a) that in the single sided wall structure uniformly distributed tensile stresses are generated across all the layers of the deposited wall. The stresses in the base plate adjacent to the deposited wall are also tensile, and the longitudinal stresses go into compression near the bottom of the base plate. When building on both sides of the base plate similar level of tensile stresses are generated along the deposited walls on both sides of the base plate (Figure 15(b)). Compressive stresses are generated in the base plate, however the magnitude is lower than those generated in the base plate of the single sided wall structure.
Figure 15 Stress distribution of: (a) single sided wall structure, (b) double sided wall structure built (view cut has been applied on the mid-length of the models) (see online version for colours)

(a) (b)

Figure 16 shows the distortions after the clamps are removed. One can see that the single-sided wall structure generated significant out-of-plane distortions due to the uneven distribution of the stresses. In contraction, the level of the out-of-plane distortions generated by the double-sided wall structures was negligible. Balanced stresses were generated by building structures from both sides of the base plate, thus very little distortion was generated.

Figure 16 Distortion after clamps are removed: (a) single sided wall structure, (b) double sided wall structure (deformation scale factor: 10) (see online version for colours)

(a) (b)

5 Robot path determination

In order to efficiently realise the WAAM designs, a robot path generation program has been developed in Matlab. This tool contains two main modules – a slicing module and a robot program generation module. By executing these two modules automatically, the program can slice the designed AM parts and generate the ready-to-use path code for a Fanuc robot in one go. A user-friendly interface has also been developed to simplify the setting of parameters.
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The function of the slicing module generates isolines from the CAD model and produces the sequenced points on the path. The algorithm generated for this module can remove duplicate points which usually appear when CAD models with poor triangulation quality are sliced. The program also supports the user in reducing the number of output points by setting up the tolerance which is very useful for building large parts.

The robot program generation module takes these points and generates a Fanuc robot program in ASCII format. Some key parameters for the welding process can easily be set by the users, including welding process parameters such as arc on/off position, travel speed of the welding torch, waiting time between layers, building sequence for the part with several sub-parts, etc. The output robot program can be simulated and checked using the Fanuc robot off-line software ROBOGUIDE®. The software also translates the program from ASCII format into binary format that can be executed by the robot.

Figure 17  Robot path generation process: (a) CAD model; (b) isoline paths; (c) robot simulation; (d) WAAM part (see online version for colours)

Figure 17 shows the general process of building an AM part from a CAD model. The program first slices the CAD model (Figure 17(a)) from STL data into isoline paths (Figure 17(b)), and then generates the robot program which can be checked in the simulation (Figure 17(c)). Figure 17(d) shows the manufactured AM part using the generated robot program. The total time spent on the robot program generation with is just several minutes. Comparing to the previous experience of using a teach pedant, a huge amount of robot programming time can be saved. Moreover, it also makes building complex three dimensional AM parts possible.
6 Conclusions

The WAAM process is an innovative concept that opens a vast space of options for manufacturing large light structures. The WAAM process is especially useful e.g. in manufacturing or repairing parts for aerospace industry where complex light weight structures are required. Due to the high flexibility of the WAAM process, these parts can be tailor made. The arc welding process provides very favourable material properties yielding ready-to-use parts.

The process chain consists of several steps that are feeding into each other. In the Design for WAAM step, new geometries are generated which have been experimentally tested. FE models help understanding and predicting the thermo-mechanical performance of the WAAM process. The gap from CAD design to robotic manufacture of WAAM parts has been closed by an automatic path generation tool. This tool can generate robot paths directly from CAD geometries. Moreover, optimal building parameters and building strategies can be integrated into the robot programme efficiently using this tool.

Future work focuses on investigating the full range of design capabilities and constraints for WAAM and improving the integration of each process step into one single automated smooth process. Sustainability analyses on various industry case studies are part of ongoing research. Minimising the distortions of the WAAM structures and identifying the best building strategies using simulations and systematically designed experiments is also one research focus in the future work.
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